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Running Heroes
A week ago 3 WFYRC runners did an outstanding job -by rescuing a severe injured victim of a fierce crash
from under his burning vehicle.
The 18-year old driver of a Nissan Rogue was heading North at high speed from Sand Key bridge and lost
control when he made a left turn onto South Gulfview Blvd.

WFYRC

Website :
www.wfyrc.com

Police said the Nissan flipped several times before crashing into the front of restaurant Cesare’s
at the Beach. It happened round 7:30 am on Saturday, April 22. The car caught fire and the
driver got trapped under his upside down vehicle.
A few seconds before
the crash, West Florida
Runners Kathleen
Roach, Gar Flisek and
Jim White had just
crossed the intersection
at the foot of Sand Key
bridge. They were running on their way back
to Pier 60 when the out
of control SUV went
airborne and crashed
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into the storefront of the Italian restaurant and caught fire.
Kathleen, Jim and Gar ran to the crash, found the driver pinned
under the wreck, unconscious and bleeding. Moments later 5
others also stopped to help. While Jim and the other rescuers
lifted the car up just enough, Flisek and Roach pulled the victim
into safety. "Pretty scary, since the car was on fire and oil was
dripping on the drivers chest," Kathleen said.
The 18-year old was airlifted to Bayfront Hospital in St. Pete
with serious but not life threatening injuries.
"Happy he survived okay," said Kathleen. "If we would have
been a few seconds later on that spot we would have been
crushed. "Still cannot believe it. Horrific crash, forever imprinted in my mind," Gar said.
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Contacts

Annual WFYR Club Events
Summer Sandkey Series June 9, June 23, July 14, August 11

Officers:
President Skip Rogers skip@wfyrc.com
Vice President

Tampa Bay Times Turkey Trot

Thanksgiving, Nov.23

Vacant

Secretary Dennis Chaplin dchapli1@verizon.net

Discover Caladesi Island (10M/5K)

Jan/Febr, 2018

Treasurer Mary Pulaski maryp@verizon.net
Membership Chair Ric Dorrie

Ricdoor@hotmail.com

Other: scholarship awards, celebrations, Race results and
additional information available on the website.

Board Members
Duncan Cameron

duncanrunsfast@verizon.net

Board Meetings are held the first Tuesday of the
Mary Grace Ritter

Kansasbound1@gmail.com

Web Master & Making Tracks
Editor : Albert Wieringa coach@wfyrc.com

Advertise in Making Tracks!
(one-time) Options include:
Business Card $ 20.00
1/4 Page $ 50.00
1/2 Page $ 75.00
Full Page $ 100.00
Spread $ 175.00
All Year (4-issues) possible
Contact Editor for details

month, 6PM, at Varsity Club 24091 US 19 N. Clearwater
Members welcome—no commitment necessary.
Please let Skip know if you are interested in attending
so that he can save you a seat

MEMBERS GROUP RUNS
TUESDAY Mornings: Track workout, 4:50 AM
Clearwater HS- stadium. West entrance
(Arcturas) Track-coach: Albert Wieringa,
727-754 0439
coach@wfyrc.com
SATURDAY Mornings:


Long run (8, 12, 13 typically) around the
beach and bridges. The “loop” starts at
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM. Contact:
Kathleen Roach, kathleenxyz@hotmail.com
727-421 7323

SUNDAY Mornings: Long run (13 miles&up)
Clearwater City Hall at 6:00 AM (same as
Saturday)

Lots of Fun at WFYRC Picnic

pictures by Albert Wieringa

WFYRC Picnic on April 22 at Philippe park ‐ shelter 7– in Safety Harbor had a good turnout ‐ Excellent food was served by 'Team Oink'. A mile
fun‐run plus several games made people smile big.. Even a woodpecker came checking out what was going on! Big thanks to Mary Pulaski who
made all the arrangements for the picnic.

2017 Boston Marathon: 77.4F How bad do you want it?,

By Coach Albert Wieringa

Turning 70 last year I decided to give the Boston marathon one more shot. Being the baby in the new age group I could try to place in the top 3 of the
‘Dinosaur-Division’. I followed the same strategy as 5 years ago, when –at age 65- I was also the baby in the group and finished first.
Training started mid-December. Averaged 79 miles per week with 2 top-weeks of 100+ miles, to build up a big ‘Running engine’ like a big V8 in a car. Also
did a lot of races, since I’m a lousy guy at tempo runs I usually ‘race’ myself into shape. Four 5k’s three 10k’s one 15k and two half marathons later I
thought I was ready.
The Million Dollar question however was, at which pace I was able to run. Getting older means –unfortunately- getting slower. Also, since it’s a tough, hilly
and crowded course, I added about 4 or 5 minutes to my ‘normal’ marathon time. Averaged 3:22 at a Yasso-800 track time-trial, so depending on the
weather anything between 3:23:00 and 3:26:00 might be the possible target.
Boston is a very well organized marathon. They have everything under control. Everything except one thing: the WEATHER. It can be anything that time of
the year, from super cold to super-hot.
Two days before the race weather forecast was 62 degrees and a huge 17-mile per hour- tailwind from the NW.
Blown to the finish….perfect conditions to run a superfast race! Time for my fastest shoes, that I had raced in before at a 10k. One day before the marathon predicted temperatures had gone up to 68F but still that fierce tailwind. Being from Florida and more heat-proof I decided to stick with the fast shoes and see how things would go,
which turned out to be a big mistake (the shoes)
Race-morning temps in the shade had gone up to 70 degrees. But Boston has no shade. Trees are still bald and
the sun is beaming merciless from start to finish on your right side. I was wearing a temperature sensor on my left
shoe and it measured 77.4 degrees Fahrenheit average!
The fierce tailwind turned out to be just a calm little breeze and there was not a cloud in the sky. I decided to do
the same thing as 2012 (80 at start and 86 at finish) and throw water over head and shoulders + keep drinking
Gatorade as much as possible. It worked well until mile 24, when my left leg started cramping up. Calves were
screaming and I could not lift my legs very well no more. Even stumbled and almost fell a few times. Also leaning
more and more forward, which made things only worse.
Stopped a couple of times to stretch hamstrings and jog backwards in order to release the tension at the back of
my legs (caused by the wrong shoes, that are perfect for a fast 7 minute pace but wrong for 7:40 pace) Lost in
total about 5 maybe 6 minutes in the last 2.5 miles because of the walking breaks. “There goes my plan to be in
the top 3”, went through my head.
During the last miles and after the finish line I saw many casualties: passed out runners lying on the road, on
stretchers, vomiting, also runners slowly zigzagging, never seen that before.
Glad I made it just under 3:30 at 7:59 pace. Could not believe my eyes when I switched on my cell phone and
found out I had won the 70-74 age group. (138 finishers) Lousy finish but mission accomplished. Time: 3:29:38
Other WFYRC members:
Dean Gray (58) Dade City, 3:27:44
Walt Sieg (57) Palm Harbor, 3:37:28
Stephanie Roach (30) Clearwater, 3:54:12
Terri Doheny (58) Clearwater, 4:28:10
Congrats to all!

Better Business Bureau Warns About Themed
Races

Terri Rejimbal- Run’s Hard; Loves Nature
By Tom Murtaugh
Terri joined the WFYRC several years ago to run track with other competitive runners at Clearwater High School. She is a woman of many accomplishments and a terrific runner. Terri was the Valedictorian of her high school at Mount Dora, FL. just north of Orlando, where she grew up. Her high
school track coach put her in the hurdles and she remembers falling often at the last hurdle before the finish line. This experience soured her from
running for a few years until she was in her twenties and in an abusive relationship. She rediscovered running and found it gave her time to think and
to yearn for freedom in running. It restored her emotional balance and helped her to once again be in control of her life.
Her first race was a 5K in 1992. She placed 3rd in her age group in her second 5K that year. She traveled to Germany in 1998 working in contracting and ITT purchasing. She ran lots of races in Germany including a time of 19:15 in a 5K there. She was the first woman overall. Sometimes she
would run races on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. She would either win or place second and there was prize money to be earned. She met a Polish
woman and trained with her coach for two weeks. They roomed at a university in Poland and she found the experience to be a positive one. She began
to see that with hard work she could be an elite runner. She remembers thinking “How can I hold down a job and maintain my mileage in my workouts”? She needed flexibility in her work out schedule.
Terri moved back to North Carolina in the early 2000’s realizing for the first time that she could make money at racing. She was asked to organize a
relay team to compete in a race in California, a race from Fort Irwin to Barstow, CA which was about 50 miles in the desert. Her runners were “weekend
warriors”, men who were tank mechanics who were also drinkers and smokers. However, they placed 4th out of 20 teams to include military overall and
Terri gained confidence in her ability to lead others while enjoying the experience. She further developed her insight as to how running was therapeutic
for a multitude of various dysfunctional behaviors. She knew it had helped her to cope with her own difficult times.
Rejimbal ran The Rocket City Marathon in Huntsville, AL in 2002 and came in 5th place with a time of 3 hours, 5 minutes while earning $250.00 in
prize money. She went back home to Mount Dora, FL. to finish her college degree in Psychology at University of Central Florida (UCF). Terri met her
husband Brian in 2004 in Costa Rica. He was bright and educated and supportive of her running and of its requirements for a serious runner. Brian
gladly came to her races taking pictures a passion they both share.
Currently Terri works in administration and accounting in a small firm called Precise Digital. They sell digital and audio-visual equipment to police departments and court houses. Her work hours are flexible and enable her to get her training in as well as to help pay the bills. Her current project is
called “Wine Rehabit” in which she cuts wine bottles into planters and sells them.
One of her wonderful experiences was attending a running camp for two weeks, Camp Marafiki, in the mountains of New Mexico. She was able to
attend the camp for five consecutive years where she met and traveled with Kenyan runners including Catherine Ndereba, the famous marathoner.
They became friends. Terri says that the Kenyans always eat quality foods including lots of carbs. The camp had a 13,000 foot elevation. The elevation,
comradery and competition helped Terri to see that she had talent. She also found that she loved the mountains, the outdoors and nature in general.
Like most serious runners, Rejimbal has
had her share of injuries along the way. She
had an IT (illiotibial band) issue in 2003
“which put me out for 6 to 8 months”. She
went to physical therapy, swam daily and did
spinning classes during her rehab. In 2005
she came to Tampa because of Brian and
some of her running friends, especially Jackie
Cahill, lived in Tampa. She was married to
Brian in 2010 at a spot on Bayshore Blvd
where she logs most of her miles. In 2013
she had a bout with plantar fasciitis. She ran
through it with the help of physical therapy
while taping her foot before running. Terri
made a special point about the importance of
taking care of one’s feet. Foot problems persisted to 2015 when she was able to run the
USATF Masters Half Marathon Championship.
She placed 4th overall Master in a time of 1
hour 22 minutes and 29 seconds. At the time
she was still taping her foot. While training
for Gasparilla 2016 Terri got a stress fracture
but trained thru it to place 3rd local in
1:24:28. She said to herself “I can’t do this
anymore”. She went to a podiatrist (Dr
Fullem) who advised her to reduce her running. He placed her in a half boot to aid in her
recovery. She also recently has some hip
issues, she thinks, due to an imbalance and a
pelvic tilt.

Terri Rejimbal (continued)
Terri appears effortless on the track on Tuesday mornings. She is smooth and powerful reminding us of a younger Bill Rogers or of a Rory McIlroy
golf swing. She is flexible and one of her goals this year is to increase her stretching after her runs so as to prevent injuries.
Terri has had experience in teaching aerobics going all the way back to the 1980’s when she taught aerobics to elderly women. She wants to be able
to impart her hard earned love of running to others as a coach. November 2016 Rejimbal became a RRCA Certified Running coach.
Terri has numerous achievements, many of which are not mentioned in this article. These are a few outstanding achievements in her running life.
7 times Florida’s Finest Team with 5 times Disney Marathon Female Master Champion
3 times Gasparilla Half Marathon Female Champion with 1:21:50 on February 27, 2011 (PR)
(oldest person ever to win all 3 times)
2014 USATF Masters LDR Individual Grand Prix W45-49 Champion
2010 USATF Master of the Year-Honorable Mention Women- 40-44.
5K-PR 17:45 seconds when 41 years old in “Run for Innocence” Tampa FL. May 11, 2009
Marathon PR 3 hours & 27 seconds- First female, Bob Potts Marathon, York ,P A. May 1, 2009
10 marathons under 3 hours 10 minutes - 3 marathons in under 3 hours and 1 minute
50K (Trail) in 4:29:17 - First woman , Fifth overall John Holmes, Brooksville, Fl. October 13, 2012
10K- 36: 53 Second woman ; Crescent City , New Orleans, LA, April 3, 2010
Rejimbal travels all over Tampa Bay for her training runs. She does “the loop” through Clearwater Beach
with Greg Carro. She runs on Bayshore Boulevard, Tampa with Penny Primus and Cyril Madukanya and hills
in San Antonio and Mount Dora. She also runs on Davis Island, again with Penny and Cyril for her tempo runs
as well as at Clearwater High School on Tuesday mornings at 5 AM.
She has wonderful friendships with many runners. Running allows Terri to experience the outdoors and nature in particular. She loves the air and the freedom. She takes responsibility for her life as learned through
her running experience. She has a gift. She sees the value of running to help one to be in touch with oneself and to be responsible for oneself. She wants to coach others to share her knowledge of running. She
would like to introduce running to abused women to help them to increase their self esteem and to benefit from the healthy effects of a daily run, both
physically and emotionally.
She and Brian have a rescue dog called Ursa Major,(Ursa) a lab-mix who is her biggest fan. Brian and Terri both love astronomy. She has worked with
exotic animals as a volunteer for two years and has gained an appreciation for all sorts of creatures including a possum who visits her back yard and
eats from their fruit tree. There is also a black snake that has taken up residence in their back yard along with numerous squirrels that raid the bird
feeder.
Terri states that “we need to be humble”. Humility helps us to be a genuine person. She advises herself and others “not to compare ourselves with
others or with our past running times and achievements”.

Marathon Veteran Champion dies at 86
Ed Whitlock, the famous masters running champion who broke three hours in the marathon in his 70s and - as we mentioned before - last fall
became the oldest person ever to run 26.2 miles in under four hours, died March 13- a week after his 86th birthday.
His death, at the Princess Margaret Cancer Center in Toronto, was caused by prostate cancer, his family said in a statement.
The British-born Mr. Whitlock trained by running laps around a cemetery close to his home in Milton, Ontario.
He had no coach, followed no special diet, did no stretching except on the morning of a race, got no massages and
took no medication, except for a supplement for his knees.
The training itself was drudgery, Mr. Whitlock said, and he did not run for his health. He simply enjoyed setting
records and getting attention.
At 5 feet 7 inches and a racing weight of 110 to 112 pounds, Mr. Whitlock was also a marvel of science. At 81, he
underwent a battery of physiological tests at McGill University in Montreal. His oxygen-carrying capacity was the
highest ever recorded in the literature for someone his age, scientists said. And his relative retention of muscle
mass was also considered remarkable.
“He’s about as close as you can get to minimal aging in a human individual,” Dr. Michael Joyner, a researcher at
the Mayo Clinic who has studied performance and aging, told the NY Times in December.
By December his running had been interrupted by various pains in his shoulder, knee, hip and groin. His weight had also dropped to 105 pounds.
Even so, as with many runners, he was reluctant to visit a doctor. He gave no indication that he was gravely ill.
“To some extent, I believe if anything is wrong, the body will cure itself,” he told the newspaper.

Finger Length Ratio Predicts Athletic Ability
Is it possible to check someone's running talent by measuring their fingers? Well, like the lines inside the palm of your hand can reveal a
number of issues, the ratio of your index finnger versus your ring finger also tells a lot about you and especially your athletic potential.
John T. Manning, emeritus professor in psychology of the University of Central Lancashire and the University of Liverpool, has developed
a new theory about how finger length relates to human biology and behavior. In the BBC series ‘Secret of The Sexes’, Manning successfully
uses finger length ratio as a predictor for athletic ability.
A significant part of Manning's theory is focused on the so-called: ’digit ratio’, which concerns the full length ratio of only two fingers: index
finger (2D) vs. ring finger (4D). In women the length of both fingers is usually about equal (2D:4D digit ratio = 1.00), while in men the ring
finger is usually slightly longer (digit ratio = 0.98): a tiny sex difference.
FINGER LENGTH & SOCIAL ABILITY
The researchers on brain scans showed they can predict tendencies towards autism, which is thought to be related to ‘hypermasculinity’ of
the brains. The same is true for the ’digit ratio’: multiple international studies have revealed that people with autism usually have typical
male-like finger length ratios (2D:4D < 0.94).
FINGER LENGTH & ATHLETIC ABILITY
Maybe less surprising, professor Manning found
the typical male-like low digit ratio relates to
athletic ability as well. In the BBC series ‘Secret
of The Sexes’, Manning explains the link between finger length & athletic ability as follows:
“Our fingers have information about how much
testosterone and how much estrogens we’ve
been exposed to in the womb. So, the longer
one’s ring finger relative to one’s index finger,
the more testosterone you’ve had. And that testosterone has an effect on the brain, and on the
body. If a boy has a large amount of testosterone
before birth, he is likely to be born with a very
efficient heart and vascular system.”
“So the longer one’s ring finger relative to one’s
index finger, the faster one can run.”
The BBC’s “Secret of The Sexes” confronted the
‘finger Professor’ with six athletes – all 5000
meter specialists, and asked him to “predict” the
outcome of the race based on finger length only.
Actually, the BBC provided Manning photocopies of the athletes hands, and in return Professor Manning risked his reputation by providing
the results of a race that had yet to be run.
The outcome of the experiment is unveiled “LIVE” in the video. And surprisingly… the theory appeared to be pretty accurate in practice.
After Manning & the athletes are confronted with the results Manning summarizes:
“… We’ve got four out of six right, but the two that are wrong were kind a quite close.”
The winner of the 5k race responds: “I thought… that finger thing is bullocks because there are so many variables… I am very impressed”.
Manning’s theory was also confirmed by the results of various studies e.g. on endurance running & sprinting speed. And in another likewise
experiment finger length correctly predicted the outcome of a 100 meters race with 5 young sprinters.

FINGER LENGTH & OTHER LIFE ISSUES
In his second book – titled ‘The Finger Book‘ – Professor Manning explains that because of the prenatal link with the androgens (testosterone
& estrogen), finger length studies have generally shown consequent sensible correlations with a rainbow of life issue.
The tiny sex difference appears to be highly revealing, for hundreds of studies the ’2D:4D digit ratio’ appears to correlate with a wide range of
topics that are usually also known for a typical male-female difference, including: musical ability, personality, health, and even sexual preference. Finger licking good!

1904 - Only 2 water stations at St. Louis Olympic Marathon
A little over one hundred years ago officials in the ’running world’ had totally different opinions about drinking during a marathon.
The famous James Edward Sullivan (1862-1914), one of the founders of the American Athletic Union (AAU) declared in 1902:” Don’t get
into the habit of eating or drinking in a marathon race: some prominent runners do, but it is not beneficial. “
Thanks to these –pretty absurd and pig headed– opinion a lot of runners did not make it to the finish line at all. Somewhere on the course
they collapsed and passed out, completely dehydrated.
Sullivan was a chief organizer of the 1904 Summer Olympics. In St. Louis. He decided to allow
only two water stations on the 24.85 mile course of the marathon even though it was conducted in 32 °C (90 °F) heat over unpaved roads choked with dust. His ostensible reason was
to conduct research on "purposeful dehydration," even though dehydration is potentially fatal.
The marathon ended with the worst ratio of entrants to finishers (14 of 32) and by far the slowest winning time, 3:28:45, almost 30 minutes slower than the second fastest winning time
Nowadays marathons have at least 8 water stations stocked with water and sports drink like
Gatorade. In hot conditions the number of water stations can go up to 20 like at the 2017 Boston marathon, where in spite of all provided fluids 2.400 runners finished in the medical tent.

In the early 1900 nobody had ever heard of Gatorade. The sports drink was first developed in 1965 by a team of researchers at the University of Florida, to replenish the
combination of water, carbohydrates, and electrolytes that the school's studentathletes lost in sweat during rigorous sport activities.
Originally produced and marketed by Stokely-Van Camp, the Gatorade brand was purchased by the Quaker Oats Company in 1987, which, in turn, was bought
by PepsiCo in 2000. As of 2010, Gatorade is PepsiCo’s 4th-largest brand, on the basis of worldwide annual retail sales. It competes with Coca-Cola's Powerade, Vitaminwater brands worldwide, and
with Lucozade Sport in the United Kingdom. Within the United States, Gatorade accounts for approximately 75% of market
share in the sports drink category.

Bad Luck
TEXAS—A nightmare for runners of the 2017 Woodlands marathon in Texas who had worked hard to qualify for Boston. Because the leading motor cycle took a wrong turn, the course was 0.8 mile short. Results were not accepted by the Boston Athletic Association (BAA.org)
and the 120 potential Boston qualifyers have to run some other marathon.. Woodlands race director William Fowlkes has offered a discount
for next year for the unfortunate athletes.
GLASGOW - No world record at the ‘Great Scottish Run’, a famous half marathon in Glasgow .The course turned out to be 150 meters
short. After a number of runners reported that their Garmin’s showed less than 13.1 miles the course was remeasured. Officials had to admit
that their Great Scottish Run was not that ‘Great’ at all and came up 165 yards short.
Bad news for runner Callum Hawkins who’s finish time of 1:00:24 is declared invalid. Hawkins time was a PR for him.

1005 S. Highland Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756
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West Florida Y Runners
Club, Inc.

Because “runners run” and every
runner has a story to tell

President’s Message

by Skip Rogers

Sunsets at Sand Key is just around the corner. Dates are June 9, June 23, July 14 and August

11—The course will be pretty much the same as last year but start and finish are on the sand
behind the Sand Key Sheraton.
Series awards will be scored by your age of the last race. (must run all 4 races to be eligible)
Parking will be available at the Sheraton (provided they do not have any special events going on).
Current WFYRC members will get a discount online. (password will be your first name followed by
your last name with no space between)

Skip Rogers

Scholarships
The West Florida Y Runners Club has 20 Scholarships of $2000 each available for talented
high school runners out of Pinellas County this year.
We had 30 candidates who were interviewed by the scholarship committee during 2 evening
sessions at the YMCA in Clearwater.
Winners will be announced during our annual Scholarship banquet in Clearwater, sometime
in May.

Greetings from Florida

